Bronco ii 4.0 engine swap
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proceeding. Thread starter TillamookB2 Start date Apr 1, TillamookB2 New member. Here's my
Bronco II. I had nowhere to do the 4. I like this so far keep up the good work. Nice work! Aren't
Manifold bolts fun?! Try the new WD blue torch penetrant. Fiveflat New member. Is the 4. Hows
the end results compare between the two? I finally got the manifold-to-pipe bolts off. I used fire
to heat up around the bolts and ice to cool them, then PB Blaster. Then, because I have no air
impact, I put a wrench on the bolt and smacked it with a mini sledge. Excellent poor man's
impact. Worked them back and forth a bit, with more PB Blaster, and they actually came out
fairly easy. If I lived in an area where roads are salted during the winter, I'm sure it would have
been much more difficult. The 4. Same transmission, same motor mounts, same general
placement of wiring harness, same computer placement. Only a few wires to splice and fuel
lines to figure out. The intake looks taller than the 2. I haven't figured out if the 4. If it isn't, I can
fab some mounts or something. Yes, the radiator is a direct swap. My fuel lines were even
similar, but mine is a gen 2. Well, that makes life a bit easier. The radiator hoses seem to be fine.
No cracking. I do need to get some screw-type hose clamps to replace all those horrible
pinch-type Why were those pinch-type invented? Did someone think they were a good idea?
Even though the oil pan wasn't leaking, I replaced the gasket anyway. I figure that since the 4.
My clutch just got here today and I had my flywheel resurfaced. In a few days, I'll have an engine
hoist again and I can do the rear main seal, flywheel, clutch, and drop that beast in. Also, the 4.
It had a thin plate between the engine and the transmission. After I cleaned it up, I noticed it said
'Auto' on it. Is this plate required with a manual? Or perhaps a different plate? Flash Gordan
New member. New rear main seal and a resurfaced flywheel. Didn't forget the Loc-Tite on those
crank bolts. Also, I never found a spacer on the crank. The flywheel just barely clears the
bellhousing spacer plate. Maybe it stuck to the flex plate? I have it laying outside next to the
torque converter. Vstromvoyager New member. Any update on this? You must log in or register
to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Before starting a conversion, we recommend that you check
local and state vehicle regulations to ensure the modifications are legal. James Duff Inc cannot
be held liable for any vehicle modifications since all conversion components are intended for
off-road use only. Click here for warranty information. However, it is easier and cheaper to
purchase a complete "take-out" engine from a wrecking yard that already has the necessary
components and brackets. If you cannot find one of these motors, we have provided a list of
accessories and brackets to assist you with your conversion. You need a belt system using
three belts to gain sufficient radiator clearance. Carbureted For ' trucks with the carbureted 2.
On later models, it is nearly impossible to pass emissions with this setup. Refer to the following
information for the modifications necessary for installation. The 4. This engine makes hp, and
can be upgraded with a Duff Power Chip, a free flow air filter, and even a supercharger. The
modifications necessary for installation are mostly the same as the carbureted If all emission
equipment is retained, most states will accept it as emissions legal. It is possible to swap in a W
with many of the same components as the , but tight clearances make this much more difficult.
The original Bronco II and Ranger transmissions are too weak to withstand V8 power and must
be swapped for a heavier duty transmission. You have the option of changing your Manual truck
to an automatic, or vice versa at this point. In ''84, some vehicles came with a C5 automatic. In
these vehicles, a V8 torque converter and bellhousing can be installed on the C5, though we
suggest buying a stronger C4 originally used with a V8. Then have the C5 main shaft and
tailhousing installed in the C4. There are two different belt systems, serpentine and "V" belt.
Your pump should have an intake spout on the driver's side to match our radiator. The
serpentine belt is reverse rotation, so you must keep the belt system your pump came with. You
can use your stock power steering pump by using the correct brackets, found on most Ford
passenger cars, You need the correct V8 pulley for proper belt alignment. Original length hoses
can be used on most conversions. For your convenience, we've provided the Ford part numbers
below. Your stock V6 alternator can be kept by using the correct V8 pulley, alternator bracket
and adjuster. If you are replacing a 4 cyl. Ford Alternator Mounting Bracket If your vehicle has
air conditioning and you wish to keep it, the heater box on the firewall will need extensively cut,
though a body lift helps reduce this. The stock compressor may be used if you can find V8
mounting brackets. The wiring and hoses may need to be extended to reach the new
compressor location. The AC condenser must be relocated to the front side of the radiator to
clear the fan. The center vertical bar in the core support must be cut out to make room. On

carbureted V8s you must use an in-line electric fuel pump with a psi rating. In most cases, a
mechanical fuel pump will interfere with your steering box. If your vehicle came with electronic
fuel injection, you have an in-tank fuel pump with a 40 psi rating. A regulator must be used to
reduce pressure to psi. If a regulator is unavailable, you need to remove the in-tank fuel pump
and install an in-line electric fuel pump. On fuel-injected V8s, you can retain the stock in-tank
pump. If you install a highly modified engine, you may need to upgrade to a more powerful
pump to supply more fuel pressure. The starter motor, flywheel, bell housing, and torque
converter or clutch are a matched set. V8's in F-series came with tooth flywheels which are
larger and harder to fit around the firewall. The tooth flywheel from passenger cars is smaller
and easier to fit. It is important to check your flywheel and starter for proper engagement before
installing the engine. Your firewall and floor pan area is narrow and may need some slight
modifications. We suggest using a 14" torque converter and bell housing to make clearance.
Otherwise, a 3 lb sledgehammer can make enough room. The body seam between the floor pan
and the firewall must be bent over. In some instances, additional clearance may be needed near
the bottom corners where the firewall and the floor pan meet. The heater box will need to be
trimmed slightly and patched to clear the valve cover. When converting to a V8, you can use the
stock V6 temperature and pressure gauge sending units. If your vehicle has a mechanical
tachometer, you will need to have it re-calibrated for the new engine. Most swaps do not require
the use of a suspension or body lift. However, a 2" body lift Ranger or Bronco II can greatly
reduce the amount of firewall, heater box, and floor pan modifications. See the Bushing section
for body lift information. Reinforcing the front suspension with a suspension lift or double
shocks is highly recommended. Front: The Dana 35 from 4. It bolts into the same mounting
points as the Dana 28 but does require some driveshaft modifications. We also offer the
components for swapping in a Dana 44 solid axle from an Early Bronco. Check the Solid Axle
category for these parts. Rear: For Rangers, the 8. For Bronco II's, the same axle can be used,
but the spring perches have to be relocated. The 9" is also a good choice, just be sure to check
it for the correct width before installing. However, most 9" axles have a 5x5. Skip to content
Need a V8? A quick guide to getting more power. There are 3 popular options for engine swaps:
Carbureted For ' trucks with the carbureted 2. Share this: Email. Like this: Like Loading By:
disciplerocks. Disclaimer: The BroncoCorral. By doing this modification and following this
how-to you, the installer, take full responsibility if anything is damaged or messed up. If you
have questions, feel free to PM the original poster or ask in the appropriate section of the
BroncoCorral. I advise you to do a thorough tune up to your new motor. If you have the money
to go ahead and replace the oil pump. Since my donor had an auto in it, I kept my original FM
transmission. I ordered a new 4. First thing if you are pulling from a running vehicle. Remove
fuel pump fuse, or hit the fuel cut off switch. Start it and let it run lines dry. I am not going into
any details about pulling and installing the motors. That is pretty straight forward. Before
dropping the motor in, swap the fuel lines from fuel filter to disconnects with your donor I did
this after the motor was in. It would just be easier to get to. The disconnects at the motor are not
the same between the 2. There are several ways to go about this. Here is what I did. I cut off the
female end and slid it on the 4. If you do this, heat up the metal line and slide the plastic over it.
If you heat the plastic, you could deform it and may not seal. If you go this route, use a 4. The
lines will connect to the older one, but the nipple on the filter is not as long and you wont be
able to get the removal tool behind it to remove later. Also keep your existing line from fuel tank
the charcoal canister unless you swap that out also. Pull the 4. Everything should unplug until
you get to where the distribution box meets the headlights next to the battery. Cut here keeping
the alt, starter and solenoid harness. Others have used the 2. I also used the 4. I had to cut one
wire that went into the headlight harness, but I just spliced it to the same wire coming from the
2. Pull the 2. With both distribution boxes next to each other, cut the wires off the 2. I wired
together the power doors, headlights, and interior fuse box. The EEC on the 4. I used one of the
spare fused links in the distribution box temporarily to get it running. I could not get the fuel
pump to kick on when wiring it to the 4. You will end up with a bunch of spare wires that you
can use to fuse extra lights, winch, or whatever. I made a sheet with the wire color code and
fuse location so I could identify them later. These must all be taped off since the box uses a
common power, they could ground out. There is a 2 wire plug coming out of the harness near
the battery also. These must be grounded. He swapped from and unknown year Ex to an 89 B2
so the wiring on the truck side was the same. The Ex side was also for the most part. One or two
that were different, but easy to figure out. Also one of my plugs were brown and his description
says gray. I cut the connectors off both ends of the unused harness and did most of the splicing
there so if I needed to remove it later it would be easy. I have yet to wire in my reverse lights.
Make sure to solder your spliced wires. Plug everything back in, hook up vacuum lines, install
the 4. If you have cruise and want to swap that, just remove the cable from the 4. Its 2 10mm

bolts. I am also attaching a couple Explorer diagrams to the thread. There are 2 Bronco
diagrams that can be found in my photobucket. Explorer Wiring Diagram 1. Explorer Wiring
Diagram 2. I should also note that I am still waiting on my clutch line so I have not driven it yet,
but the motor starts and runs good. It took me a week to prep the 4. The Donor: The Recipient:
First thing if you are pulling from a running vehicle. Disconnect and remove the battery. Drain
radiator, oil, and ps fluid. Remove and mark all plugs that are before the main harness plug, ie:
MAF, alt, headlight plug. Disconnect two big plugs next to alt. This will let you keep the harness
on the motor, on there. Disconnect headlight harness on drivers side. Now on the filter end, the
return line on the 2. Click To Enlarge Images. The 4. Switching to a 2. The 3. Question- Will the 4.
Answer- Yes, it will, since the 2. Question- What do I need from the donor 4. Answer- All you
need is the wiring harness, computer, nothing more. Answer- Well, that depends, if you have a
2. If you have this trans, swapping to a Mazda M5OD from a 4. If you have the Toyo Kogyo 5sp
86 and 87 2. However, they were put behind 4. Question- Should I swap my stock axles?
Answer- Unless your planning on running out of this world tires, the stock 7. However, it is
recommended to swap out the D28 Front axle to the stronger D35 front axle from a 4. QuestionWhat donor vehicles will work? Answer- Any OHV 4. I have heard that I have to take a green wire
from the donor vehicle and splice it into my brake wire so the tranny knows when to come out
of overdrive. Has anyone heard anything about this or is this necessary?? My donor was a
Explorer with a A4LD also. Reply- Yep, I did miss that ground. The plug was cut off very closely
to the main harness so I never saw it. After doing some digging I came up with the exposed
wires. It started right up after they were hooked back up. That is why they always say: Grounds,
grounds grounds. It is a thicker gauge black wire and has a plug with two pins in it. I do not
remember what this ran to in the Explorer and do not have any other connections hanging that
could possibly go to it. However, if the 4. Need a dash swap article? Basically my take on
dealing with wiring on a Generation 1 to retrofit a Generation 2 engine starts with understand
the differences. The main harness goes into the engine bay through a grommet and then there
is a cluster of small connectors. The Generation 2 has a big bulkhead connector. When putting
a 4. Almost Step by Step. Step 1. Step 2. Gather all the parts and tools needed for the swap. One
Bronco II, one complete 4. Step 3. Remove the inner fender wells this makes it easier to work on
and the Hood. Step 6. Step 7. Un-bolt the torque converter from the flex plate, and engine at the
transmission and make sure that nothing else is holding the engine in place. At this point
remove the Bronco II engine. In my case, I disconnected the engine from the transmission and
left the transmission and torque converter connected to the car this will help to prevent fluid
from spilling when the engine is disconnected , remember to replace your front transmission
seal for automatic transmissions before you put the 4. Step 8. This is a good time to inspect the
engine compartment and to swap the wiring harness that goes to computer and transmission
etc. Step 9. Place the 4. You may have to jack up the front of the transmission to help line it up
to the engine. Step Bolt the new engine in place motor mounts, transmission, exhaust pipes and
line up and bolt the torque converter to the flex plate. Wiring notes from my 2. Here are some of
my splices:. This I may redo at a later time, to make it all look nice and neat. I still get a code 86
because of this item. Park your Bronco II next to a 4. Vehicles earlier than the model year appear
to be the best donors for this job since many of the swapped components replace similar or
identical items in the recipient vehicle. Take photos of the 4. When you begin disassembly of
the 4. Go through the alphabet and then start double letters AA,BB.. Transmission compatibility
is a consideration in this swap. Several transmissions were offered in the Ranger over the
years. The one common factor is the engine to bellhousing bolt pattern which is identical for all
years. The early model manual transmissions have a shorter input shaft with the pilot bearing in
the flywheel, while the later years are longer with the bearing in the crankshaft. Of equal
concern is the light duty design of the early model, which makes it more vulnerable to breakage.
Automatics are equally varied. Units that normally mate to the 4. It is possible to swap in an
early transmission, but you will have to fabricate a terminator that emulates the auto-trans
functions that are missing, or use a computer and wiring harness for a manual transmission
set-up. Early trucks use floor shifters, while the explorers and later rangers have column
shifters. The fuel system also requires attention. Later models with EFI will be the easiest. Both
dual and single fuel pump configurations provide adequate pressure and flow for the new
engine. The fuel injected engines use an in-tank fuel pump which operates with much greater
pressure than a carbureted engine. Air conditioning systems have some configuration changes
between and models. The hose assemblies will have the condenser connection on the left side
of the vehicle, which mandates a condenser change. The newer style condenser bolts directly
into place, making this an easy change. The compressor should come with the new engine and
have no interchange issues. Different electrical variations were offered over the years.
Fortunately, unique color codes are used, which make the work more foolproof. Electrical mods

can be facilitated by acquiring a few key components. First, use the power distribution system
found on the newer vehicles. It simplifies the integration of the charging, power distribution and
engine control systems. An added bonus is the 10 to 12 heavy duty auxiliary circuits that can be
adapted for accessories such as aftermarket lights, stereo, and other electronics. Verify also
that the computer and wiring harness match the transmission that your using. While the
different versions may appear the same, there are subtle differences in the wiring harness and
programming differences in the computer that will show up later. Obtaining connectors with
inch pigtails that mate with the computer wiring harness will smooth the splicing work and
maintain the modular nature of the system. There are also wiring changes to consider. The later
model alternators use external regulators that require a sense wire with a current limiting
resistor from the main power system. However, due to the distributorless design, the signal it
carries may not work with an existing tach. The only custom work here will be drilling mounting
holes or using a hack saw. Use the 4. Verify that the engine is complete with all belt driven
accessories, intake and exhaust manifolds, crossover pipe, catalytic converter, starter, throttle
cable, and air induction system. Take the time to lay out all the parts in their general locations
and in relationship to one another. This is the time to service and replace any bad or worn parts.
Once the engine compartment is empty, this is a good time to drill any new mounting holes and
perform any necessary fuel system upgrades. Install the new engine and transmission. Next,
install the new computer and wiring harness. These locate in the same place and follow the
same routes as the originals. Mount the fuel pump inertia switch adjacent to the computer, and
the power distribution panel near the starter relay. Connect the harness to the engine, power
distribution panel, vehicle speed sensor and alternator. Mount the electronic distributorless
ignition module on the radiator support between the radiator and the right side headlight; then
connect it to the computer wiring. Use the original wiring harness connections for the
temperature oil pressure sensors. Install the throttle cable. Install the color coded wiring using
your manual and following the labels you made earlier. Install any fuses and reinstall and
reconnect the battery. Replace all the fluids and check for leaks. Start the engine. If all has gone
well the engine will start on the first try. Check your work and check for leaks. Perform a
diagnostic check. In some states it may be necessary to get an emissions certification before
you can register your Bronco II. Miscellaneous Comments. I took a complete Explorer and
gutted it without cutting any wires. Used Bronco II sending unit and fuel lines to surge tank. Cut
off converter and stuffed 3-inch ovaled pipe into converter flange-perfect fit. Basically made the
Bronco II look like an Explorer under the hood from condenser to trans. Definitely a worthwhile
4l60e wiring diagram
3 speed electric motor wiring diagram
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swap. Not all motors mounts will bolt up. I recently did a swap from a ranger 4. I have to get
everything from the and drill new holes in the cross member â€” posted by
samsonitesamsonite. Compiled By Jrod This is several different write-ups, all combined. This is
a lot of information. Links: 4. Common Questions: Question- Will the 4. Answer- All you need is
the wiring harness, computer, nothing more Question- What tranny should I use? Wiring
Harnesses â€” By AllanD: Basically my take on dealing with wiring on a Generation 1 to retrofit
a Generation 2 engine starts with understand the differences. Generation 1 The main harness
goes into the engine bay through a grommet and then there is a cluster of small connectors.
The Generation 2 has a big bulkhead connector When putting a 4. Step 4. Very carefully,
disconnect the wiring and label everything. Step 5. Remove the air intake tube, pull the radiator
and set it a side. Install your new radiator and connect the hoses. Fill with coolant!

